ADCS – An ADC Security Layer
Rationale
The Advanced Direct Connect (ADC) protocol is a plain‐text communications protocol whose primary
applications are chat and file‐transfer. The protocol uses a client‐server topology to create hubs
whereby users may connect and interact. The protocol also enables two users on a common hub to
establish a client‐server connection, primarily for file‐transfer. Thus, although commonly referred to
as a peer‐to‐peer protocol, the basic network design is not a peer‐to‐peer network1.
There has been concern in the ADC community, for some time, around the fact that the existing
protocol is insecure. Specifically, the following issues have been identified:
‐ Communication is vulnerable to eavesdropping by unknown third‐parties.
‐ The client cannot provide assurance that the hub it connects to is that which it intended to.
‐ The hub registration method is weak i.e. password‐based registration involves the
transmission of passwords to the server in plain‐text.
‐ The hub authentication method is weak i.e. the hub cannot verify that a connection has not
been hijacked2 in the establishment phase, or initiated by a client impersonating the
registered user3.
These issues come to the fore on the Internet; however, even on a local area network (LAN) these
issues may all be present, particularly if a network endpoint is connected to an unsecured wireless
network.

Implementation
This specification seeks to address the above concerns through the use of the Transport Layer
Security (TLS) protocol4. TLS is used by a number of Internet protocols to establish endpoint
authentication and communication confidentiality through the use of cryptography.

Connection Approach
There are two approaches to implementing TLS in application protocols (see Appendix I for further
discussion of these approaches):
‐ Separate ports: two ports are used by the protocol, one for non‐secure sessions, and one for
secure sessions. The most well known use of this method is HTTP/HTTPS which use ports 80
and 443 respectively. This has a severe limitation in that an existing network cannot upgrade
to a secure network on the same port.
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‐

Upward negotiation: this method is known as the ‘TLS upgrade’ method, and requires only
one port. The client and hub negotiate feature support and, when both parties support
secure sessions and at least one party requires it, a TLS handshake is commenced. It is used
by IMAP, POP3 and SMTP, among others5.

The approach which is used shall depend on the goals of the hub owner. If the hub owner seeks to
migrate an existing hub to a secure protocol, and is not concerned about the potential for the
protocol to be blocked by service providers or detected by unknown third‐parties, then the upward
negotiation method is appropriate as there is no need to obfuscate the existence of the protocol,
users will not need to update the address of the hub in their clients, and users of client software
which does not support the secure protocol may be informed and refused a connection in a graceful
manner. However, if a hub owner wishes to establish a new secure hub, or is concerned about
protocol detection and/or blocking, then the secure session should be initiated prior to any protocol‐
specific messages being transmitted. For a new hub, the hub address should be specified with the
adcs:// prefix. For an existing hub which does not use upward negotiation, connection attempts
which do not commence with a TLS handshake should be blocked.
This is summarised in the table below.
Situation
Existing hub
Obfuscation unnecessary
Obfuscation necessary
New hub

Use upward
negotiation

Use ADCS
prefix









Situational Considerations
TLS provides two levels of authentication: server authentication and mutual authentication. The
level used will depend on the issues the hub owner is trying to solve. Note that; whilst both levels
will result in an encrypted session, mutual authentication provides a higher level of assurance as to
the identity of the parties.
Server Authentication
In this scenario, only the server is authentication; that is, the client is aware of the server’s identity,
however the client remains unauthenticated and anonymous. The authentication of the server is
performed via the server’s digital certificate.
Gaining a digital certificate may pose an issue in ADC networks, because a certificate signed by a
certification authority (CA) costs money, which must be borne by the hub owner. Since hub owners
are unlikely to find a certificate authority run by the ADC community to be an acceptable substitute,
it will in most cases be necessary for a hub owner to self‐sign their digital certificate. Thus, hub
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software should support the use of a certificate signed by a certification authority, but also allow a
hub owner to generate a self‐signed certificate.
Verification of SelfSigned Server Certificates
A self‐signed server certificate raises the issue of how a client can trust that the hub is who they say
they are. Since anybody can generate a self‐signed certificate, an additional verification method is
necessary to ensure the client is connecting to the hub which they believe they are connecting to.
The proposed KeyPrint extension for ADC6 presents a solution to this. When a hub address is given to
a user, it is appended with a cryptographic hash of the server’s public key, which the client software
may then use to verify that the certificate it received from the server does indeed belong to the
server. Specifically, the URL contains a query string with a parameter ‘kp’, which is similar to the xt
parameter of the Magnet URI scheme7, except that the hash is the base32‐encoded hash of the
server’s public key i.e.:
kp=urn:algorithm:base32(hash)
For the case where the hash function is Tiger, this would appear as:
adc://myhub.com:1234/?kp=urn:tiger: USNVXMWXL5MSQHR4ITYJITVFY75RUGIDCBQ3BZQ
The same query string is used for an ‘adcs’ URL scheme.

Mutual Authentication
In a mutual authentication scenario, all the same facts in server authentication apply; however, the
client is also authenticated i.e. the server authenticates the identity of the client. TLS enables three
primary methods for client authentication:
‐ A client certificate,
‐ TLS‐PSK (pre‐shared key, not discussed here), or,
‐ Secure Remote Password (SRP) protocol.
Client Certificates
The use of client certificates presents similar challenges to server certificates. Users are unlikely to
pay for a certificate, particularly since it reveals information about their true identity, and many
users want trust based around an online identity, disconnected from their physical identity. Thus,
one solution is for the hub to issue certificates to clients upon registration, which are signed by the
hub.
The method of issuing a certificate is a question of infrastructure, but one option is that when a user
in a server‐authenticated TLS secure session is registered on the hub, the hub generates a certificate
and sends it to the user via a new ADC protocol message (e.g. CRT, for certificate). Since a secure
session already exists, the certificate cannot be intercepted, and the only issue is that the user being
registered may not have truly been the intended user. Another possible method is for a web site to
send the generated certificate to an email address, which the user must then install in their client
software; though, of course, email is unencrypted, and thus the certificate would be vulnerable to
capture by an opportunistic eavesdropper.
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An alternative is for the client to self‐sign its certificate. However, this is seen as much less ideal, and
therefore an alternative is proposed: the use of the SRP protocol.
Secure Remote Password (SRP) Protocol
SRP allows a user to authenticate themselves to the server without the use of a trusted third‐party,
such as a certificate authority (CA), whilst being resistant to the dictionary attacks that many
challenge‐response mechanisms are vulnerable to8. The use of SRP in TLS authentication may be for
both client and server authentication9; however, in this proposal it is only used for client
authentication, with certificates still used for server authentication.
Since SRP uses both a user name and password, there is room for discussion as to whether the user
name should be the user’s Client ID (allowing them to change their nick name and IP address), or if it
should be their nick name (allowing them to change their Client ID and IP address). There are merits
to either scheme, and the extension may allow both, with the specific method used to be given to
the client during the registration process. It is envisioned that supplying the user name parameter
will be invisible to the user, with only the password needing to be entered (if it is not retrieved from
a secure store on the user’s system). Hub software should limit the rate of authentication attempts
from a particular IP address or against a particular user name.
It should be noted that when a secure session has not already been established, the user name is
sent in clear text. Thus, it may be desirable to establish a server‐authenticated connection, and then
renegotiate an SRP‐authenticated connection with the handshake now protected by the first
connection. This should be agreed upon for compatibility between implementations.
Choosing an Authentication Method
The methods described above may be represented as series of escalating levels of security.
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• Server‐authentication w/ self‐signed certificates + KeyPrint
• Server‐authentication w/ CA‐signed certificates + KeyPrint
• Server‐authentication + self‐signed client certificates
• Server‐authentication + SRP client authentication
• Server‐authentication + hub‐signed client certificates
• Server‐authentication + CA‐signed client certificates

The SRP Authentication and Key Exchange System v3: http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2945
Using SRP (v6) for TLS Authentication: http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5054

The recommended methods are 1, 4 and 5:
‐ Method 1, server‐authentication using self‐signed certificates and KeyPrint, should be used
for basic secure hubs.
‐ Method 4, server‐authentication (server certificates and KeyPrint) with SRP client
authentication, enables a familiar username/password scheme without the overhead of
generating and installing client certificates.
‐ Method 5, server‐authentication with hub‐signed client certificates, is for environments
where the hub owner places a strong emphasis on trust, though it is more difficult for hub
software to implement, and poses certificate‐management issues.
Although method 6 is the most secure, many users may be uncomfortable with the use and cost of
CA‐signed certificates.

Appendix I – Securing a network
Imagine a hub, adc://myhub.com:1234, which has an owner H, and users X, Y and Z. The users X and
Y become concerned that the hub is insecure, and lobby H to move to a secure protocol. The secure
protocol lobbied by X and Y involves a secure connection being established prior to any protocol‐
specific communication.

The problem (separate ports)
H agrees to move the hub to a secure protocol; however, since Z was absent from the conversation,
H sees some potential issues:
1) To enable Z to still connect to the hub, H must use an additional port (e.g. 4321) for the
secure connection. In addition, H must run two instances of the hub software, the legacy
hub informing connecting users (i.e. Z) the address of the secure hub, and the new secure
hub.
2) Users connecting to the secure hub must run client software which supports the secure
protocol. If a user attempts connecting to the secure hub without security‐enabled client
software, there is no way for the hub to inform the user how to obtain such software, it
simply rejects the connection attempt.
3) To indicate to users that it is secure, the secure protocol specifies that the hub address must
now be prefixed by adcs:// rather than adc://. This means that even if H decides to maintain
the hub on port 1234, and exclude Z from the hub (or informs Z of the new address by other
means); users X and Y must still change the address of the hub in their client software to
adcs://myhub.com:1234.

The alternative (upward negotiation)
H then proposes a different secure protocol to X and Y. This protocol uses the same security
mechanism as proposed by X and Y; however, the secure session is established after feature
negotiation by the insecure protocol. This means that the hub can remain on the same address and
port; however, the hub will now announce to connecting clients that it supports the secure protocol
and, if the client supports the protocol too, a secure session may be established.
Note that support for the secure protocol by both the client and hub does not mean that a secure
session must be established. The hub may require a secure session, and thus initiate it, or the client
may request a secure session, and the hub may initiate it at the client’s request. If the client requests
a secure session and the hub ignores or denies the request, then the client may choose to terminate
the connection if it requires a secure session. If the hub initiates a secure session and the client
ignores the initiation, then the hub may terminate the connection.
If a hub enables clients to establish a secure session, it should force all clients to establish a secure
session, at threat of session‐termination. This is because if both secure and insecure sessions are
allowed, information which one client sends securely becomes insecure when sent to an insecure
client.

Issues
The alternative method allows an eavesdropper to detect the protocol being used in the connection.
A consequence of this is that a network operator (e.g. Internet service provider or local area network
administrator) may detect the protocol is in use and block the connection.

